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Better Late Than Never: Brewers Return To Work
After MLB Lockout Finally Ends
After MLB owners and gamers reached arrangement on a brand-new CBA, supervisor Craig
Counsell will lead the … [+] Milwaukee Brewers through their veryfirst main exercise of Spring
Training next week at American Family Fields of Phoenix. (AP Photo/Chris Carlson, File)
ASSOCIATED PRESS

Finally, at long last, baseball is back.
One hundred and 51 days after their 2021 season came to a frustrating end in Game 4 of the NL Division
Series and one day after Major League Baseball gamers and owners discovered sufficient typical ground
to end a 99-day lockout that resulted in a postponed start to both spring training and the routine season,
members of the Milwaukee Brewers strolled trough the clubhouse doors of American Family Fields of
Phoenix prepared to work.
“Guys are thrilled,” Brewers supervisor Craig Counsell stated Friday earlymorning throughout a video
conference with regional pressreporters. “That’s the No. 1 thing. Just getting back on to the field in a
Brewers uniform … that’s what we’re all looking forward to.”
Neither Counsell or Brewers president of baseball operations David Stearns haveactually been able to talk
to gamers on the group’s 40-man lineup because the lockout started at at midnight on Dec. 2 of last year.
The interaction restriction was raised on Thursday when gamer associates authorized a workedout offer
that, amongst other highlights, raises the minimum income to $700,000, presents a $50 million benefit
swimmingpool for young gamers not yet eligible for arbitration, includes a universal designated player and
includes an extra playoff area in each league for a 12-team postseason field.
The procedure hadactually been controversial to state the least and comes after anumberof years of
growing conflicts inbetween gamers and owners however Counsell anticipated no problems when the
group holds its veryfirst main exercise early next week.
“Players have a terrific capability to comprehend that there’s a company side of the videogame, whether
it’s their own agreements or the cumulative bargaining arrangement, and they’re truly excellent at
separating those 2,” Counsell stated.
Unlike previous years, Counsell won’t have to dedicate much of his time to intros. Though the group did
include a handful of gamers consistingof infielder Mike Brosseau, catcher Pedro Severino and outfielder
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Hunter Renfore, a bulk of the gamers on Milwaukee’s 40-man lineup are back from last season.
Still, there is plenty of work to be done priorto real exercises start beginning with monitoring in on the
development of reducer Devin Williams, who invested his winterseason rehabbing the hand he fractured
at the end of the routine season. Because of the lockout, Williams and other gamers dealing with injuries
and rehabilitation had to do so on their own without the capability to seekadvicefrom with the doctors or
utilizing group centers.
Then, there’s the obstacle of adjusting exercise and preparation to include the numerous guideline
modifications on the horizon. As hasactually been the case in the previous, Counsell voiced his assistance
for tries to enhance the quality of the videogame however advised perseverance priorto casting any
judgement one method or another.
Part of that consistsof waiting for official ratification of the CBA, and the settled language included therein
which would offer a more comprehensive understanding of what will alter, what won’t and what might in
the future.
“We have to get a couple of more days ahead to get whatever settled, to see what we’re dealing with and
then provide them some time as to how they play out and not rush to judgment.”
From a work perspective, not much will modification from previous springs inspiteof the late start. In
regular years, the veryfirst coupleof days would focus on pitchers getting their veryfirst bullpen sessions
out of the method.
A comparable strategy will be in location early in this camp however because lotsof pitchers on
Milwaukee’s lineup went through parts of their typical spring developments on their own, Counsell
anticipated to have a group prepared to hit the ground running come Sunday.
“It’s going to appearance mostly really comparable to how we would ramp-up into the 4 days priorto spring
training videogames in a regular year,” Counsell stated.
The reduced Spring Training is comparable to 2 years ago, when groups returned from their pandemic
hiatus for a three-week “Summer Camp” previous to playing a 60-game season. But unlike 2020, when
the Brewers worked out at American Family Field, they’ll have the advantage of their complete complex in
Phoenix, with all its bells, whistles and resources; a complete enhance of gamers and, though reduced, a
slate of exhibit videogames versus real challengers.
“There’s plenty of time for this,” Counsell stated. “I think actually it’s simply going to increase everybody’s
focus and concentration, to make each day a actually excellent day and if you do that, you’ll get to the
season in terrific shape.”
Milwaukee was initially setup to open the 2022 season at house versus the Diamondbacks on March31
Instead, the Brewers will play their veryfirst videogame on April 7, versus the Cubs at Wrigley Field with
the house opener coming a week lateron versus the Cardinals.
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